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Abstract—In recent years, reinforcement learning has been reported to be successful in many fields that involves highly non-linear systems. It is also promising in developing automated agents that deal with complexed tasks, without lots of human efforts. Based on an open-source simulation framework, multiple reinforcement algorithms, including policy gradient, deep Q-network (DQN), deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) and advantage actor-critic (A2C) method, and control tasks, including discrete and continuous action spaces, are explored in this project. Different neural network (NN) architectures in policy network are also explored. The results indicate that a wider NN is preferred for efficient agent training.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) [1] is a branch of machine learning that is concerned with making sequences of decisions. RL is different from supervised learning, where a prediction model learns from a training set with labels. Instead, RL learns from an interactive process, and trains an agent that gives actions, based on current state, to achieve the most reward. The RL has demonstrated wide applications in different fields, including data-center resource management [2], robotics [3] and solving different games like the AlphaGo [4]. The OpenAI Gym [5] provides a collection of benchmark problems in multiple scenarios for developing RL algorithms. In this project, we design and train neural-network (NN) based agents to solve multiple control tasks provided in the OpenAI Gym, and use reinforcement learning algorithms to train these agents to achieve desired performance.

II. POLICY NETWORK AND REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Unlike supervised learning, where training is based on a dataset with desired output, the idea of reinforcement learning is learning what to do, without being told what the direction action is, to maximize rewards [1]. A policy defines the agent’s action, given the observation of the environment, and a reward is the goal of the environment and is immediately given to the agent after its actions at each timestep. In this section, we explore and show the need for neural network, a highly non-linear system, policy/agent, and the reinforcement algorithms, including policy gradient and deep Q-network (DQN), to effectively train the neural network agent, in the environment of CartPole [5]. In CartPole, the task is to train an agent that gives actions (whether to move left or right, encoded by 0 and 1), based on observations (Fig. 1), so that the reward, which is the number time steps that the cart-pole stays stable, is maximized.

A. Neural Network based Agent

A simple random selection between 0 and 1 will result in a very unstable system. Additionally, a naïve agent that chooses actions only based on the pole angle (move left/right when the pole angle is negative/positive, respectively, also results in low
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**Fig. 1** Cart-Pole simulations from OpenAI Gym. The observation $(x_0 - x_5)$ of the simulation consists of cart velocity, cart position, pole angle and pole velocity, respectively. The control agent gives binary instructions of left and right moves, based on the observation, and avoids (1) falling of the pole, or (2) cart moving out of the boundary.
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**Fig. 2** Stable time step counts in 20 experiments for (a) agents of random actions (left) and naïve actions (right), (b) deterministic linear agent (left) and non-deterministic neural network (NN) agent, both trained by policy gradient. Note that the maximum time step in each episode is 500.
Fig. 3 Average timestep per episode in training for (a) simulated annealing optimization, (b) policy gradient and (c) deep Q-network (DQN). The noise in (c) is from ε-greedy policy to explore policy search space. Note that the maximum time step in each episode is 500.

reward (Fig. 2a), indicating the 4 inputs are needed in determining the proper action. We also explored a simple deterministic linear agent, based on a simple linear combination of the observation vector and a non-deterministic neural network agent with one hidden layer (Fig. 2(b)). The two agents are trained by policy gradient, which will be described in the next part. Neural network agent, obviously, performs better than the deterministic linear agent, most likely because of the non-linear nature of CartPole environment. Thus, in the following experiments, we use neural network agents.

B. Optimization in Model-Free Environments

Under the assumption of Markov decision process, the current reward and the expected discounted reward is only dependent on the current observation or state and action. The optimal action is the action that leads to the most expected discounted reward. In a model-free environment, the reinforcement learning is to find the state value (Q) function that predicts the expected discounted reward, based on current observation and action. According to our experiments, random search or traditional optimization algorithm, such as simulated annealing, does not lead converged solutions within reasonable time steps. On the other hand, reinforcement algorithms, including policy gradient and DQN, offers convergence (Fig. 3) and good trained agent performance.

III. SIMULATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTS SETUP

The OpenAI Gym offers multiple control simulation environments, ranging from discretized-action-space environments like CartPole and Atari Arcade games to continuous-action-space environments like Roboschool simulations [5]. Stable Baselines [6] provides a set of reinforcement learning algorithms that are used in this project.

A. Discrete and Continuous Action Spaces

In some control environments from OpenAI Gym, the agent only needs to give discrete actions. For example, in the Breakout game from Atari Arcade (Fig. 4a), the actions are only combinations of a single or multiple of the buttons. In this case, the agent or the policy network takes the input of the environment observation and gives the output Q-function of each discrete action in the current time step, as in DQN [4]. In other environments, the action space is continuous, as shown in Roboschool robot control tasks (Fig. 4b-c), and the agents are trained by deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [7] in this project.

B. Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

A basic reinforcement learning model is shown in Fig. 5, where an agent (e.g., a human) observes the environment and takes actions based on certain algorithms. Various types of reinforcement learning algorithms are studied to train the agent and decide how to interact with the environment within the next action. Different algorithms would be desired for different tasks and limited by specific constraints and the progress of relevant research. In this work, we explore Policy Gradients, Actor-Critic methods (DDPG and Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C)) and Q-learning with DQN (DQN).

The Policy Gradient method is one of the major categories of reinforcement learning algorithms and focuses on the policy to make better rewards happen with higher possibilities. Q-learning is an action-value function learning with an exploration
policy. DQN is a Q-learning method adopting deep neural network to estimate Q-values using a replay buffer and a target network. While Policy Gradient methods need large number of samples to achieve an optimal result, the Actor-Critic methods require less samples and use an actor to model the policy and a critic to model the value. DDPG and A2C are two methods in the Actor-Critic method category (schematics in Fig. 6). DDPG extends DQN to continuous action space by introducing another actor network to pick the best action and using critic network to update Q-values. A2C is a synchronous, deterministic implementation that updates with the average over all of the actors after all finish the experience.

IV. NEURAL NETWORK AGENTS IN CONTROL TASKS

We explore the effects of different neural networks in control tasks. For continuous action space, we build and experiment deep neural networks (Fig. 7a) with different layers (from single layer to three layers) and different numbers of neurons (64 and 128). The training results are compared for the Walker2D environment. We also implement a typical convolutional neural network [4] to train agents on Atari Arcade games. In this CNN model we use 3 Conv layers with strides followed by fully-connected layers.

Fig. 6 Schematics of (a) Deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) and (b) Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) methods.

Fig. 7 Schematics of (a) Deep Neural Network (DNN) and (b) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

A. Deep Neural Network Agents

In an environment, where the observation can be encoded into one-dimensional vectors, such as Roboschool control tasks, deep neural network (DNN) is used in the control agent. Exploration of DNN width and depth will be discussed in Section V.

Fig. 8 Average reward per episode during training for (a) Atari-Breakout CNN agent by A2C, (b) Atari-Breakout CNN agent by DQN, (c) Roboschool-HalfCheetah by DDPG without parameter noise, and (d) Roboschool-HalfCheetah by DDPG with parameter noise.
B. Convolutional Neural Network Agents

In an environment, where the observation cannot be easily encoded in to a vector, such as Atari Arcade games, convolutional neural network that takes inputs of 2D images is used in the control agent. In this project, we only applied the CNN network structure reported in [4], because of limited computing resources and time.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the environments in OpenAI Gym and the Stable Baselines framework, we are able to explore different reinforcement algorithms in different control tasks. Overall, we have completed A2C and DQN training on Atari-Breakout, DDPG training on Roboschool-HalfCheetah, Roboschool-Ant and Roboschool-Walker2d, and their variations in neural network structures. The results and discussions of these experiments are summarized in this section.

A. RL Algorithm Dependency

According to our simulations, different reinforcement algorithms lead to drastically different agent performance. For example, A2C and DQN trainings are applied in Atari-Breakout (Fig. 8a,b) in 6 million timesteps, and agents trained by A2C and DQN give > 25 and < 2 average rewards per episode, respectively. The reason for the weak agent by DQN is the unoptimized hyperparameters. In other words, the training efficiency is very sensitive to the hyperparameters and training settings. Other experiments also support this in DDPG trained Roboschool-HalfCheetah agent (Fig. 8c,d). There is a large agent performance gap (average reward per episode: < 800 vs. > 1,500) for without and with parameter noise. The parameter noise is to implement noise in network parameters (weights and biases) to more effectively explore the policy search space.

B. Network Dependency

Average rewards per episode during training are plotted for Roboschool-Ant, Roboschool-HalfCheetah and Roboschool-Walker2d with different DNN network widths and depths are plotted in Fig. 9. There is an improvement of the average rewards by increase the network width from 64 to 128, for all the three environments, indicating the original hidden layers of [64, 64] are not sufficient to provide the non-linearity in the Roboschool control tasks. However, there is no obvious improvement by increasing the depth of the DNN. We suspect this is because of the less efficient training in back propagation with deeper networks, in reinforcement learning, where training dataset is limited.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this project, multiple reinforcement learning algorithms, including policy gradient, DQN, A2C and DDPG, are explored in training control agents for both discrete and continuous action spaces, thanks to the availability of open-source frameworks [5],[6]. It is identified that neural network agent and reinforcement learning are necessary to train a strong agent in non-linear control tasks. Reinforcement learning is sensitive to the hyperparameters and training settings, according to simulation results. Wider DNN is found to improve training efficiency, whereas deeper DNN is not shown such benefits.
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